Protecting your Castle Pt. 1- Steve Brass Feb 2022
The biggest investment most people will ever make is purchasing a home. Have you stopped to
consider how you are protecting your castle? What safety strategies do you employ to avoid loss or
personal injury in case of fire, intruder, weather damage or medical emergency?
In this month’s issue I will offer some simple recommendations to keep you safe. Some of these
recommendations are critical for seasonal visitors that may not be familiar with their location when
away from their primary residence.
PHONE LABELS
Place phone labels throughout your castle. Whether you have a landline or cell, do you know your
exact address, cross streets, condo unit, gate code? Can you calmly and clearly guide an emergency
dispatcher with directions to your castle? Having phone labels in different rooms could save your life,
because in a panic many of us forget where we live. Landlines provide a location, but many homes no
longer use these and owners rely on cellphones, that do not provide an accurate location. Consider, a
friend visiting from out of state that probably has no clue where they are. If they are calling 911
because you have collapsed or they are home alone, what would they tell the 911 team? Having a
phone label can save precious seconds in an emergency. Include your name, address, cross streets,
phone number and anything unique about your street or house to help fire, police and medics get to you
faster. e.g. We are next to the house with the red garage door.
When driving around town or on highways are you aware of your location? Do you make mental notes
of cross streets or direction you are heading? On freeways, what mile marker and direction are you
driving? If you had to call 911 how will they find you if you are not aware of your location?
ESCAPE PLANS
If you live by yourself, with friends or family members, it is a good idea to review escape routes in case
of a fire, intruder or other threat that requires you to exit quickly. A simple strategy is to designate a
location where all family members meet and can be accounted for, especially if you had to escape in
the middle of the night. Is your neighbor’s driveway, the mailboxes on your street or the cul de sac
down the block a reasonable meeting place? If you cannot exit through a bedroom door, a front or back
door entrance, what other options do you have? Keeping a fire extinguisher in your bedroom could
provide a path through the fire to safety. Having a drop down ladder from a second floor can provide a
faster route outside. Rehearsing ahead of time with all family members, especially elderly or disabled
ones, will give you the advantage when time is short and fear is high.
HOUSEHOLD DEFENSIVE TOOLS
One concern many homeowners have is how would they defend their families against an intruder(s).
Responsible gun owners with proper training may have a great defensive plan that all family members
are aware of, or it may not have crossed your mind until you are in the middle of an unwanted visitor
standing in your kitchen. In future articles I will offer some common household items you could use to
defend yourself before resorting to a firearm or other deadly force. In my book, I list dozens of items
you can use to stop an attack. One simple item we all have is a fire extinguisher.

I suggest placing extinguishers in various rooms in your home. Spraying an intruder in the face will
buy you time, confuse or blind them so you can escape. Dropping a heavy extinguisher on someone’s
foot, or slamming it against stomach or face can also slow or stop them from advancing and give you
time to retreat or exit.
Take a moment to consider your plan before an actual emergency.
Steve Brass offers personal self defense classes in Tucson and is the author of SELF DEFENSE FOR
BUSY PEOPLE.
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